
snap
Want to report a pothole, graffiti or 
a leaking pipe while on the go?
Ecquaria SNAP gives citizens a quick 
and simple way to report and alert 
the city to such issues.

Benefits of Ecquaria SNAP

Initiate E-Participation

In the E-Government Surveys, the United Nations 
stressed the importance of E-participation and called 
for effective strategies to create an inclusive society.

Engage your Citizens

Empower your citizens to voice out and to look 
forward to a more transparent and open interaction 
with the government.

Save Big with Crowdsourcing

Make use of crowdsourcing to canvass problems, 
inputs and feedback from citizens. It’s no longer just 
municipality’s responsibility to spot them.

Gear towards Smart City

The success of any smart city relies on the 
participation of the citizens. If that’s the goal, 
Ecquaria SNAP will help you take there.

How it works?

 Snap & Submit Issue

Notify the Agency

Fix the Issue
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Ecquaria SNAP Components

Smartphone App

The Smartphone App is to be used by citizens to report issues. It’s available on both android and iOS.

Social Media Integration
Login and share cases
via Facebook/Twitter

Photo Attachments
Attach multiple images
for a case submission

Pin-Drop Locator
Pinpoint exact issue spot

based on citizen’s GPS

Status Tracker
Track the progress of case and
get notified when it’s resolved

Interactive Geo-Tagging
Visually track all the cases

in the city at a glance

Public Newsfeed
Follow, comment and like

on issues that matter

Ecquaria Snap’s web based backend system gives agencies full control over the issues that come
in from citizens.

Centralised Routing
Capabilities

Issues are routed to Centralised Operator for
review before directing to agencies

Easy Application Processing
Follow up easily with complete

visibility from image and
location references

SLA Monitoring
Process , review and resolve
within stipulated timeframe

Feedback Management
Manage spams, analyse public

comments and provide live updates

Map Dashboard
Monitor case types and statuses
through geographic visualisation

For more information, please visit www.ecquaria.com
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